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INTRODUCTION
Force measurement has traditionallybeen a secondary process within a manufacturingenvironment. Samples of products or material used to
manufacturea product are tested within a quality control laboratory separately, often as a representative sample from a batch. The results of this
testing is then used to releaseproduct for the next process or in the case of failed results, quarantine or reject the product. Making use of the FMS
Systems and the optional Automation Builder software application, manufacturers are able to integrate their testing as a process within their overall
manufacturing cycle. Instead of testing being performed as a secondary process outside the manufacturing cycle, testing is being performed on-line
and part of manufacturers' lean initiatives.
Lean manufacturing strategies are beingimplemented by many world-classmanufacturingcompanies as a strategy
to reduce manufacturing costs, increase production efficiency, improvefirst-pass yields, and to eliminate rework
and nonproductivemanufacturingtime. Usingthe digital I/O capabilityof the FMS Systemscombinedwith
conditionalbranching using our optionalL2 AutomationBuilder software, testingis being performed in situ
and resultsare beingused to maximize the manufacturingcycle time and providingmore consistent and more
immediateresultsto productionpersonnel. The digitalI/O capability of the FMS Systemcan be used to control
or communicatewith ancillaryequipmentincluding conveyors, robotics, PLCs, sequencers, etc. Based on the
test results, the I/O can be used to communicateto a device in orderto maximize the productioncycle time and
direct "passed" or "failed" samples to a designated flow line for continuedmanufacturingor, in the case of failed
results, to a process for more detailedanalysis.

THE FMS SYSTEM
The FMS material testingsystems include testing frames, load sensorsand our L2 force measurement
software operating on a Windows®-based tablet personal computer. Four single-column testing frames are
available with different force capacities: FMS500 (500N, 50 kgf, 112 lbf), FMS1000 (1kN, 100 kgf, 225 lbf),
FMS2500 (2.5kN, 250 kgf, 562 lbf), and FMS5000 (5kN, 500 kgf, 1124 lbf). All frames have speed ranges
from 0.001 to 50 inches per minute (0.02 to 1270mm/min).
FMS systems use interchangeable, FLC s-beam load sensors with a measurementaccuracy of better than
0.01% full scale. Three model FLC Sensorsare available: Economy Series for general purpose testing; Sealed
Series for harsh manufacturingenvironments; and PremiumSeries for low force applications. Premium Series
sensors have 1000% safe overload protectionwhile the Economyand Sealed Series have the standard 150%
safe overload protection. FLC sensors comply with IEEE 1451.4 so they are interchangeableand self-identifying
with their measurement and calibration characteristics stored digitally within the sensor's architecture. Display
resolution for these sensors is 10,000:1.

The single-column FMS is available in four models withcapacities
at 500N, 1kN, 2.5kN and 5kN. All systems are equipped with
digital I/O capability.
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FMS systems make use of L2 software engineered specificallyfor force measurement applications. L2 software
operates on a Windows®-based tablet computer with USB and Bluetooth® capability. This allowsthe system
to interconnect with network servers (for archiving and data management) or other devices including printers,
mass memory storage devices, wireless keyboards, etc.
The L2 software includes measurementtemplates or Quick Test templates for fast, efficient testing of Load,
Distance, Height or Break Limits. Each template allows the operator to performsophisticated force measurement
usingfill-in-the-blank forms complete with radiobuttons that help the operatorselect the measurement functions
necessaryfor their intended application. Test setup can be performed in seconds.
Tensile (Pull) Steps
Home: Used to return to the Home position prior to, during or at the completion of a test.
L
D

Load Limit: Used to pull the sample to a Load target.
Distance Limit: Used to pull the sample to a Distance target.
Break Limit: Used to pull the sample until a Break event has occurred.

D

Digital Input: Used to pull the sample until a digital input has occurred. This step type appears only with Automation Builder.

Compression (Push) Steps
Home: Used to return to the Home position prior to, during or at the completion of a test.
L

D

Load Limit: Used to pull the sample to a Load target.
Distance Limit: Used to pull the sample to a Distance target.

A Windows®-based tablet PC is the user
interface for the FMS System and features
high-resolution touchscreen color display
with Bluetooth® and USB compatibility.

Break Limit: Used to pull the sample until a Break event has occurred.
Digital Input: Used to pull the sample until a digital input has occurred. This step type appears only with Automation Builder.
Hold Steps
L

Load Hold: Used to return to the Home position prior to, during or at the completion of a test.

D

Distance Hold: Used to push the sample to a Load target.

L

Digital Input: Hold the sample at a target Load until a digital input has occurred. This step appears only with Automation Builder.

D

Digital Input: Hold the sample at a target Distance until a digital input has occurred. This step appears only with Automation Builder.

Using the L2 Test Builder and Automation Builder applications, you can create multi-stage test setups with digital I/O functionality. Test setups are created by selectingthe step type
and configuring its attributes.

The optional Test Builder application is a graphical-based test setup software. You construct multi-stage test setups by selectingsymbols that
represent crossheadmovement and direction. Symbols are supplied for tensile and compression direction testing. Tensile and compression symbols
include go to a Load; go to a Distance; go to a Height; or go to a Break limit. Other symbols include the Hold stage where you can specify a load hold
position, distance hold positionor height hold position. You have the optionsto cycle between stages based on a cycle count or a time duration. You
have symbols that allow you to include user prompts within your test setup that alert the operator to specific events or that require the operator to
respond to a questionbefore the test sequence is allowed to proceed. And with the Test Builder, you have the option to report a variety of resultsthat
can be displayed in a tabular format or graphically. Results may also be displayed in a summary formatso you can compare results from a test to
results of another test including a statisticalcomparison including range, median, standard deviation and six sigma.
When the optional Automation Builder software is used with the Test Builder software, you have a variety of additionalfunctionality including the
ability to createdmathematical formulas usingyour results or using digital I/O and conditionalbranching and creating logical expressions such as
IF, THEN and ELSE operations.
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FMS I/O
All FMS testing frames feature an I/O connector, located on the back of the machine column.
When the Automation Builder software is installed, you have eight (8) programmable lines of
digital I/O for use with external devices. Lines may be individually setup as either an input or
output. There must always be at least one input line when using the Automation Builder software.
Using the internal power supply (0-5Vdc), the maximum allowable output current is 125mA. If you
use your own supply(maximum0-24Vdc), the maximum outputcurrentis 300mA.

All FMS frames have a 12 channel digital I/O connector.
Using the optional Automation Builder software, you can
configure 8 channels for digital inputs or outputs.

Lines 1 is for customer supplied power up to 24V. Line 2 is for the FMS power supply(5V). Short
lines 1 and 2 to use the FMS 5V supply. Lines 11 and 12 are for grounds. Lines 3 thru 10 may be
configuredfor inputor output with a wakeup as either High or Low. Input lines may be 5-24V. Outputs are 5V with the FMS power source or 24V with
a customer supply.

L2 AUTOMATION BUILDER OPTION
The L2 Automation Builder software is an optional software package that requiresthe L2 Test Builder application. The AutomationBuilder software
enhances the functionality provided by the Test Builder by supplying you with:
• Formulas
• I/O
• Conditional Branching
You can create formulas that use your basicresults to determine more advanced force measurement and material testingresults including %
elongation, work, stress, strain, maximum shear strength, tensile strength, etc.
FMS test frames are equipped with a 12 channel I/O connector that you can use for inputs and outputs to/from ancillary equipment. Many types of
digital input/outputs signals from switch closures, relaycontacts, or TTL-compatible interfacescan be used.
You can use conditional branching and develop logical IF-THEN statements that can be use with the I/O functionality in a factory automation cell. For example,
conditional branching can be used where the result of a test can be used to controlconveyors that separate "passed product" from "failed product".

USING CONDITIONAL BRANCHING
Conditional branching uses logical statementsto help automate
your testing procedures. A common application is to use conditional
branching to segregate passed/good parts from failed/bad parts in a
conveyor system, as an example. Conditional branching may be used
with your systems I/O to control ancillary equipment such as conveyors,
solenoids, annunciators, etc.

IF STEP

Operator
(
)
&&
||
!
>=
>
<=
<
!=
==

Description
Start bracket, perform the order within the brackets first. Not use for multiplication
End bracket, not used for multiplication: incorrect (2)(2) versus correct 2 x 2
Logical and
Logical or
Logcial not
Greater than or equal to
Greater than
Less than or equal to
Less than
Not equal to
Equal to

The IF step is used when conditional branching is required for your
application. The IF step uses a formula to evaluatemeasurements and determine what logicalsteps occur next based on these results. IF steps
must occur in your setup after a step or steps has completed and where there is a measured result.
When an IF step is used, the formula conditionis always used.
Formulas are created using results, I/O lines and a set of logical operators. Beforea formula can be created, the results and I/O lines must have
been setup for your test.
The logical operators that may be used are selected using the numeric keypad.

ELSE STEP
The ELSE step is displayed when you have already selected an IF step in your setup. There are no setup options for the ELSE step. The ELSE step
works in conjunction with the IF statement condition. When the IF statement is not true, the conditional branching will follow the branching when
defined by the ELSE step.
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END STEP
The END step can be inserted anywhere in your test setup to end the test should an event occur. For example, suppose you had a multiple load limit
steps where the result of one of these steps would cause you to end the test, e.g. there is no reasonto continue the test. You would place an END step
after that particular load limit step. END steps are useful to prevent a test from continuing to run when a particularmeasurement or result occurs.

CONDITIONAL BRANCHING EXAMPLE
We will use the following test applicationto help describe how conditional branchingmay be used to automate your test application.
In this application, we are pulling an elasticmaterial to a load limit of 50N. We are measuring the materials length (distance"D") at the 50N load limit target.
Prior to the test we configured the IO Lines using the main Settings menu. Line 4 and Line 5 are outputs, while Line 3 is an input Line.
To begin, we are going to pre-stretch the material to 1N at a test speed of 5 inches per minute. At the completion of this step, we are going to zero
both the Load (L) and Distance (D) values using a Datum step.
Next, we are going to pull the sample to 50N at a test speed of 10 inches per minute. Then we are going to return to a 1N load position (crosshead
will move downward). We will use an ASK prompt to alert the operator to whether or not any "necking" occurred in the sample while being stretched
to 50N. The operator does not enter any value to the ASK step. However, if necking was observed, the operator could stop the test.
Since no necking occurred, the test will continue. Now we can add our conditional branching.
We first insert an IF step. The IF step conditionis based on the following formula: If our distance (D) is less than 0.05 inches AND (&&) our Line 3
state is low (0).
When these two conditions are TRUE, the output signal at Line 4 changes from a high signal (5V) to a low signal (0V). In this case, Line 4 is used to
control a conveyor that directs "good" product through the automation process.
An ELSE step is used, however, to directthe outputs when the sample was determinedto be bad. We enter an ELSE step.
If the distance (D) is greater than 0.05 inches or if our Line 3 stage is high, then the output signal at Line 5 changes from a high signal (5V) to a low
signal (0V). In this case, Line 5 is used to control a converyorthat directs "bad" product through the automationprocess, e.g. removes bad product
from good product.

Line 4

Line 5

FMS I/O Connector

At the completion of the test, the crossheadreturns to the Home position at 50 inches per minute.

0 Volt

5 Volt

"Good" Product
Conveyor A

"Bad" Product
Conveyor B

Using Conditional Branching, your measured results can direct product using factory automation.
The FMS test system sends a digital output signal based on the measured result and criterion
you establish. In this example, product is directedto one of two conveyor systems based on the
measured result.
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I/O LINES SETUP

TEST TENSION

Before conditional branching can be used, you must setup your I/O lines.

Create the sample's target tension load limit.

•
•
•
•

Go to IO Lines Settings using main L2 Settings menu.
Setup Line 3 as Input.
Setup Lines 4 and 5 as Outputs.
Select Done and return to Main View.

• Select Load Limit tension step.
• Enter sample's load target of 50.0N. Specify test velocity 10 in/min.

SELECT YOUR RESULT (COEFFICIENT)
Since we are using a load limit target, we want to determine the distance
(D) the sample stretches to this limit.
• Select Data step.
• Choose Distance (D) from the list of coefficients. Make sure
Distance (D) is associated with Step 4 (your test load target).

Setup Line 3 for Input.

Setup Line 4 and 5 as Outputs.

CREATE A NEW TEST
Use the Test Builder to create your new test setup.
• Select Test Builder

Add Tension Load step.

INITIAL TENSION
Create an initial tension step to condition sample and compensatefor
deflectionin the load string.
• Select Load Limit tension step.
• Enter small load target of 1.0N. Specify test velocity 5 in/min.

ZERO LOAD AND DISTANCE
Zero the Load (L) and Distance (D) values after initial tension.
• Add Datum step.
• Set Present Load to 0.0N and Set Preset Distance to 0.000 in.

Add Tension Load Limit step.
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Add Datum step.

Select Distance (D) coefficent.

RETURN TO START LOAD
Create another load limit that returns the sample to a pre-tension load.
• Select Load Limit tension step.
• Enter sample's load target of 1.0N. Specify test velocity 10 in/min.

CHANGE VIEW TO SEE THE ASK STEP.
• Select ... to view Ask step.

See Additional Steps.

ADD AN OPERATOR PROMPT

PREPARE YOUR FORMULA.

Create a prompt for the operator to acknowledge necking problem if occurred.
• Select Ask step.
• Enter prompt- "Stop if Necking".
• Enter prompting Duration of 5 seconds.

ADD IF STEP.
• Select f(x) step and select IF type.

• Construct the formula for your IF step.
• Select the Formula block (turns red).
Create the formula that evaluates "if" the distance (D) is less than 0.5 inches.
• Select the "open" bracket.
• Enter the text D < 0.5.
• Select the 'closed" bracket.

Navigate thru operators using the L, D and IO target.

Add an ADD (&&) condition to your formula that evaluates the input Line
3. This line should be reading low (0).
•
•
•
•

USE A FORMULA IF STEP
Specify the formula type of IF step.
• Select Formula type.

Select Formula type.

Select Formula block.

Select the "open" bracket.
Select the Line 3 type using the IO view.
Select the EQUAL operator and enter zero (0).
Select the 'closed" bracket.

Navigate thru the operators
using L, D and IO target.
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ADD AN OUTPUT.

ADD AN ELSE STEP.

Create an output for your IF step. When the IF step is true perform this
output function. In this example, we want Line 4 to be High (5V).
• Select the Output step.
• Select the output Condition to Always for Line 4 and set the state
High (5V).
When the distance (D) is less than 0.5 inches, and, when Line 3 is low
(0V), this sets Line 4 to high (5V) always.

There are no configurable options for an ELSE step.

ADD A USER PROMPT.
When the IF step is true and the conditons are met, the part is good. Alert
the user to a good part.
• Select the Ask step and select the Tell type. Enter the prompt"Good Part".

ADD ANOTHER OUTPUT.

Enter the user prompt "Bad Part".

Create an output for your IF step. When the IF step is not tru perform this
output function. In this example, we want Line 4 to be Low (0V).
• Select the Output step.
• Select the output Condition to Always for Line 4 and set the state Low (0V).

ADD AN ELSE STEP.
Since an IF step was specified, you can now add an ELSE step.
• Select the f(x) step.
• Select the ELSE step.

Notice that the steps after an IF step are indented
to show they are sub steps for the IF step.
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ADD AN OUTPUT STEP FOR THE ELSE STEP.
Should the IF step not be true and an ELSE step get invoked, use another
Output step to control your conditional branching for your output line 5.
• Select the Output step.
• Select the Condition type as Always. Specify Line 5 and set the
state to High (5V).

ADD A USER PROMPT.
When the IF step is true and the conditons are met, the part is good. Alert
the user to a good part.
• Select the Ask step and select the Tell type. Enter the prompt- "Good Part".

ADD A USER PROMPT.
When the ELSE step occurs, the part is bad. Alert the user to a bad part.
• Select the Ask step and select the Tell type. Enter the prompt- "Bad Part".

ADD AN OUTPUT STEP FOR THE ELSE STEP.
When the ELSE step gets invoked, use another Output step to control
your conditional branching for your output line 5.
• Select the Output step.
• Select the Condition type as Always. Specify Line 5 and set the
state to Low (0V).

Enter the user prompt "Good Part".

ADD A GO TO HOME STEP.
At the completion of a test, tell the crosshead to go to the Home position.
• Select the tension Home step. Specify the go to Home velocity of 50 inch/min.

START THE TEST.
Zero Load (L) and Distance (D) by touching the L,D targets. Then set the Home position.
• Select the L to zero load.
• Select the D to zero distance.
• Select SET HOME to set the Home position where the crosshead starts.
When the test is completed, the results (coefficients) are displayed. Since my distance (D) is greater than 0.5 inches, the output for Line 5 went from
high (5V) to low (0V).

Note that your Go To Home step is
indentedand part of the Else step.

Touch the Home step and drag the step
to the left so that step 15 is no longer a
substep of the Else step 11.

CONCLUSION
The Automation Builder combined with the L2 Test Builder software provides you with the flexibility to implement digital control and conditional
branching with your test results as a way to control ancillary digital devices. By integrating your testing within the manufacturing process, your
results provide immediate feedback that can help optimize your manufacturing cycle, eliminate wasted time and resource utilization and provide for
more efficient manufacturing and improved yields and more consistent high quality products.

HOW TO ORDER
To order your Force Measurement System contact us:
The L.S. Starrett Company
121 Crescent Street
Athol, MA 01331 USA
Tel: (978) 249-3551
Fax: (978) 249-8495
#####

FOLLOW US
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